Alphabetical Order

Put the words in each section in alphabetical order. Compare the first letter of each word and order the words based on the order of the alphabet. If the first letter is the same, compare the second letters of the words. If the second letter is the same, compare the third letters, and so on.

fly, flying, flip, flap, flamingo

________________________

________________________

crunch, crust, crutch, crush, crumble

________________________

________________________

ask, aspirin, ashes, ascend, as

________________________

________________________

blend, bleach, bless, blew, blender

________________________

________________________
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Put the words in each section in alphabetical order. Compare the first letter of each word and order the words based on the order of the alphabet. If the first letter is the same, compare the second letters of the words. If the second letter is the same, compare the third letters, and so on.

fly, flying, flip, flap, flamingo

flamingo______ flap_______ flip_______

fly__________ flying_______

crunch, crust, crutch, crush, crumble

crumble_______ crunch_______ crush_______

crust__________ crutch_______

ask, aspirin, ashes, ascend, as

as__________ ascend_______ ashes_______

ask__________ aspirin_______

blend, bleach, bless, blew, blender

bleach________ blend________ blender_______

bless__________ blew_________